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Gain Another Hour
in Just

3

Minutes

Speed Charge

Revolutionary new design
With its unique and patented design iriComm 3.0 is engineered
to provide best in class audio quality under extreme conditions.
The use of high-grade silicone and stainless steel in combination
with a completely sealed construction make iriComm 3.0 the
ideal choice for those working in noisy, wet and salty environments.

Wireless connectivity
iriComm 3.0 uses encrypted, spread-spectrum data communication in the 2.4GHz band, and is Bluetooth 3.0 compatible.
iriComm 3.0 supports multiple, simultaneous wireless connections.

Mobile Phone Connectivity
Pairing mode one is intended for connection of a cell phone
making it possible to answer calls using the iriComm 3.0. Incoming calls can be answered on the headset itself by a push of a
button. There is support for both HS and HFP profiles. Music
streaming is also possible via the A2DP protocol.

iriSound Marine Intercom
Pairing mode two is intended for connection to an iriSound
marine intercom system. While being part of a full-duplex intercom conversation incoming cell phone calls will be announced in
the headset allowing the user to either dismiss or accept the call.
After concluding the phone call, the headset automatically reverts back to intercom mode.

Wireless PTT
Pairing mode two is also used when connecting the headset to a
hand-held radio with wireless PTT support. iriComm 3.0 supports
wireless PTT function according to Peltor and Motorola standard.
When iriComm 3.0 is part of an iriSound intercom system the
wireless PTT function will be able to key external radios being
part of the iriSound intercom system.

Peer-to-Peer functionality
Pairing mode three is used for iriComm 3.0 P2P functionality. P2P
enables two iriComm 3.0 headsets to be wirelessly connected
forming a stand-alone, full-duplex intercom system.

Speed Charge
The build-in LiIon battery typically provides continuous
operation for 15 hours or more depending on actual use
case, and due to the Speed Charge function, the battery will
regain 80% capacity after less than 2 hours charging.

Voice Prompts
iriComm 3.0 provides audible, human voice responses to
commands, guides the user through pairings and setup, and
alerts in case of incoming calls, low-battery condition, loss of
wireless connectivity etc.

Range
iriComm 3.0 is designed for short to medium range wireless
connectivity, and typical range is up to 80m line-of-sight. The
actual achievable range will vary depending on local factors.
When used in an iriSound marine intercom system, the
range can be extended significantly by using external antennas in the fixed installation.

Optional

PLUS
Package

Attachments

Helmet
Integration

Hear Through
The PLUS Package is an addition to the basic headset.
iriComm 3.0 Ear-cups can be fitted to a large range of
helmets.
Hear-Through mode
Hear-Through mode makes it possible to have a “local”
conversation and hear what is happening around you
without removing the headset. When Hear-Through
mode is enabled, sound from the intercom system or
connected radio is attenuated by 24dB. This allows for
monitoring intercom or radio traffic while engaging in
“local” conversation.

The Ear-cup brackets have a standard 88mm spacing,
allowing for easy fitting of a variation of helmet brackets
supporting Tactical helmet rails, Marine Safety Helmets,
Construction Helmets (hard hats) and even flight helmets.
3D GEL EarPads

3D GEL Ear-pads
To increase the passive noise attenuation of the headset
as well as improve the physical fit, IWCS has developed a
3D GEL Ear-pad. The design of the Ear-pad ensures a
closer fit against the cranium around the ear. This option
provides up to an extra 5dB of passive noise attenuation.

High-Bright LED
This feature provides three very useful light modes.
Dimmed mode provides sufficient light for reading a map
held in your hands without causing too much disturbance of your night vision or the people in your vicinity.
High-beam mode lights up the path in front of you, and
makes it possible to move around and navigate in total
darkness. In Strobe mode the LED continuously emits
powerful flashes at a constant frequency helping others
locate you in the dark. Even a mile or two away a helicopter without FLIR equipment will be able to easily
locate your position.

High Bright LED

Helmet Attachments ( Standard )

•

Peltor

•

Bullard 3713

•

Norton

•

Protector

•

JSP

•

AO

•

DomeGuard 3714

•

Dielectric Screw On ( KASK )

Helmet Attachments ( Optional )

•

Ops-Core / Emmerson

•

Team Wendy Exfil

•

Gentex Alpha 800 / 900 / Eagle

If mounted in a flight helmet, IWCS has developed the
F16 inspired cable junction, that makes it possible to
add the main radio lead, in the neck on almost any
helmet.
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Specifications
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Wireless
Version

IWCS Category

Headset, Wieless

Partnumber

IR-34-1XXX-01

Waterproof

IPX7 (MIL version IPX8)

Audio Featurres

Frequency Range: 120 - 18.000 Hz

MIL Versions
iriComm 3.0 also comes in a military version. The military version is recommended for Helicopter Rescue, where extreme loud
surroundings are experienced, and submersion in salt water is
unavoidable. iriComm 3.0 MIL is designed to meet 14 different
MIL-810G-standards.

Noise Cancelling Boom Microphone

For the most extreme conditions, and only on order.

Integrated DSP
16-bit Sampling
HD-Audio in Intercom Mode
Wireless

BT 3.0 Compliant, Calss 1
Support for A2DP music streaming
(44.1/48KHz) Support for HF and HSP
profiles

Wireless PTT

IWCS, Peltor and Motorola standards

Battery autonomy

Typical 15 hours use in intercom mode
Audible alerts for High, Medium, Low

Charging

USB Charging cable included. Speed
Charge function ( if supported by USB
port )

Options
Weight

495 g
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